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The impact of this particular project along with the other 11 nsips to Lincolnshire will be a complete and utter devastation
to the county. Many people have made comments regarding this and I have no understanding why there are only 6 listed
for this examination on overall impact.
There are many comments regarding how this development along with the 4 others and a 5th coming to WEst Lindsey
alone and surrounding 30 villages. It is not acceptable to surround these villages and to change a beautiful rural landscape
into an industrial zone. 
It must not be forgotten that solar is not an efficient way of producing electricity, but it is very land intensive. It will not
deliver in winter and only achieve around 11% of what the developers are saying.
The developers are asking for a temporary development order yet we currently have no date for when this is to be
decommisioned? How possibley can any of the developers impact assessments be correct when there is no deadline in
sight. A date must be set and all reports produced should fall inline with this. 
This is not temporary.
The cost of decommissioning this development will run into millions. If this development were to go ahead it must be
prudent for a bond to be taken. The size and scale of these development are unprecedented and as such they should be
looked at both for now and to protect for the future.
This is not the answer to net zero. Yes we need renewable energy but not at the price of destroying food producing
farmland. There are far more efficient renewable energy sources which are far less land intensive as stated in many
representations.
I also noted that many people have been querying the imagery that has been used by the developer and the shots are at
angles before and after that are not at all representative.
The consultations - the public in WEst Lindsey are going to be surrounded by 4 large scale solar developments yet most
people have only been consulted about 1 development and not the other 3. This does not seem fair or resonable when the
impact on individuals will be so harmful to both well being and the rural way of life.


